can adopt military options against North Korea and if so, what legal and political considerations he must take?
Rhetoric: Trump v. Kim Jong Un
Are they really heading for war? This has been a common worldwide concern since Trump and Kim Jong Un began exchange extremely inflammatory communications. Initially, Trump was provoked by Kim's nuclear tests and missile launches. However, such undiplomatic remarks might have been due to Trump's frustration with the United Nations Security Council Resolution ("UNSC") 2375. 8 The new set of sanctions contained in this resolution would not work effectively without the oil embargo from China.
Shortly after the UNSC unanimously voted to tighten international sanctions against North Korea, Pyongyang was reported to have succeeded in miniaturizing a nuclear warhead that could be fitted onto an ICBM capable of reaching US territory. Trump then said "any more threats" by North Korea would be met with "fire and fury."
9 Trump also tweeted that the US "is now far stronger and more powerful than ever before." 10 He added that hopefully the US would never have to use the military option. 11 North Korea responded by releasing a detailed plan to fire an intermediaterange ballistic missile at the US military base in Guam. 12 In his address to the United Nations General Assembly ("UNGA"), Trump's extreme rhetoric against North Korea was exacerbating the current standoff. However, it delivered a warning message to North Korea and China as well as the US allies in this region, such as South Korea and Japan, during the first year of his term. Trump should regard Kim Jong Un's reference to attacking Guam as a serious threat particularly when his domestic political ground is unstable. As shown at the Cuban Missile Crisis, when vital interests of one party are challenged, it should be more willing to find a winning, workable option because, in international politics, no one wants to play 'chicken.' Such conventional ideas are not out of date in international politics; on the contrary, they work well in the contemporary international community. One side seeks to persuade the other to avoid war when the costs of aggression are likely to exceed any possible benefits. 20 In medieval Europe, e.g., marriage had a delicate relationship with war; if a country had enough military power to easily attack and dominate its enemy, it would take armed measures while, otherwise, suggesting a marriage of convenience between the royal families. 21 Now is the time for Trump to consider his 'possible benifits' and find a peaceful solution.
Surroundings
Military options are sometimes used accidentally, but their results are fatal to both sides. War is never an easy task for any nations. Even if one side fully dominates the other with its military forces, the victorious country is also severely damaged. In ancient East Asia, Chinese empires, such as the Sui dynasty and the Tang dynasty, invaded the Gokuryo dynasty of Korea to control Manchuria. The Gokuryo dynasty finally collapsed under these attacks. On the other side, however, the Sui and Tang dynasties also suffered serious economic and military damages due to these wars and were finally destroyed. 22 In the late sixteenth century, Toyotomi Hideyoshi of Japan lost his political power and died during the invasion of the Joseon dynasty of Korea, although these attacks not only devastated Korea but also led to the collapse of the Ming dynasty in China. 23 Modern wars have not been significantly different.
In the postwar period, particularly, the US was not fully successful with the series of military interventions in such as Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. These wars only led to serious political and financial deficits and frustrations in American society. All these military interventions were primarily due to a lack of prudence and deliberation on the part of decision-makers unfamiliar with long-term strategy. In light of these lessons, Trump should seriously consider all circumstances.
Unless Trump considers an all-out war against North Korea, he should be delicate when dealing with his adversaries as well as allies because the key to success in this military operation is to unravel adversarial coalitions and integrate allies. In the beginning of military attack, the US air forces will likely target North Korea's nuclear facilities. These initial air bombings, however, will necessarily lead to Chinese intervention as shown in 1950. 24 China regards the US military attacks in North Korea as a grave threat to its own national security because it has a shared common security interest with North Korea. Actually, the Chinese believes that all US Forces stationing in South Korea are mainly serving for containing China rather than defending South Kore from North Korea's military attack. 25 When the armed clash escalates, Chinese naval forces and land-based air forces including missiles will likely be deployed to respond to the US navy vessels in the East Sea of Korea or even in the East/South China Sea. The 2011 bombardment of Yeonpyeong Island is a noticeable incident to remember. When the aircraft carrier USS George Washington announced her plan to patrol up to the Yellow Sea to conduct joint exercise with the South Korean navy from November 28, 2011, North Korea's artillery might shell the island on behalf of China. 26 Then, China recognized Kim Jong Il's power transfer to his son, Kim Jong
Un. If this course is followed, there is a possibility for the US Forces to lose critical strategic assets, including aircraft carriers. Trump should be ready for that situation.
In the meantime, the US military attack will provoke North Korea to launch missiles or other strategic weapons to the US military bases in South Korea, Japan, and Guam. Also, the US military attack against North Korea will seriously aggravate China because, in this case, North Korea will instantly fire long-range artillery guns to South Korea where more than 1,000,000 Chinese people are living.
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. Russia is another obstacle to restraining the US military options against North Korea. Historically, Russia has tried to maintain its vital strategic interests in the Far East. The Russo-Japanese war (1905) and the Soviet Union's declaration of war against Japan (1945) were typical examples. The traditional US policy in Asia is to take advantage of the Sino-Russian disputes. The Nixon-Mao détente might have been impossible without border and ideological disputes between China and the then Soviet Union.
28 If Trump adopts a military option against North Korea, Russia and China will inevitably unite along the frontline against the US in Northeast Asia.
Another constraint against Trump's military option is his European allies. In particular, Britain's stance will be a key factor in his decision to exercise a military option in the Far East because the Atlantic coalition with the UK is a ground for the US postwar global strategy. France is another main pillar of the US-led security system. In general, both Britain and France would likely agree that their strategic interests have been maintained through global military alliance networks for nuclear deterrence, the core measure of which is the Non-Proliferation Treaty ("NPT"). 
Legal Obstacles

A. US Constitution
What if war is imminent? When military options are being considered, the US President should answer some legal questions. The first is to ask Congress to declare war. Under the US Constitution, Congress is given the power to declare war. 32 The president is granted 'executive' power as the "commander in chief" of the US armed forces. 33 The presidential executive power to go to war bypassing Congress was exercised for the Korean War (1950), 34 the Vietnam War (Tonkin Gulf Resolution, 1964), and the Gulf War (1991). 35 In Korea and Kuwait, the US led the Security
Council to an authorization to use force before taking action. Presidents Truman and Bush were accorded the right to declare war under international law in advance.
The US led the unified command and the multinational forces in collective selfdefense that the Security Council recommended in Korea and Kuwait, respectively.
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However, the Tonkin Gulf Resolution was a product of political manipulation. President Johnson has been blamed seriously for this fabrication.
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In any case, Congress will consider public opinions when deciding whether to declare war or not. A Washington Post-ABC News poll found that two-thirds of respondents opposed launching a pre-emptive attack against North Korea. 
B. The UN Charter
The UN Charter prohibits the use of force without authorization from the Security Council. 40 Anticipatory (preemptive) armed attacks are not justified under international law unless "a threat from a foreign power [are] "instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation." 41 (Caroline Doctrine) Trump should be required to consult with the UN Security Council for military options against North Korea because the illegality of North Korea's nuclear weapon test is basically due to its violation of the UN Security Council resolutions. It is unlikely that the Security Council will permit the US to undertake a military operation against North Korea's nuclear facilities because China and Russia can veto the action. In addition, a preemptive attack involves neither self-defense nor collective security under Chapter VII of the Charter. Furthermore, Trump's UNGA address, in which he stated that the US "will have no choice but to totally destroy" North Korea was criticized as a breach of the UN Charter because he directly referred to a 'military threat.' 42 When carrying outthe "War on Terror" in 2003, the US denied the Security Council resolution and attacked Iraq without its authorization. Due to the Bush administration's audacious defiance to international law, however, the US fell down from its status as "the only superpower" in the global society to a country with a bad reputation.
C. General International Law
Trump also faces international law limitations with regard to his possible military options. Today, only self-defense (both individual and collective) is regarded as a legitimate military action without obtaining prior authorization from the Security Council. All other military actions must be conducted under the authorization of the Security Council. Preemptive strikes and retaliations are not permitted under international law. Moreover, missile launches are not eo ipso illegal. There are neither instruments nor customs under international law that directly prevent missile development and launches unless they encroach on the territorial integrity or political independence of another nation.
Another controversy is associated with the NPT. Because of the three-track system (nuclear states under the NPT; non-nuclear states under the NPT; nuclear states not under the NPT) inherently embedded in the Treaty, the NPT presents the limitation of fully enforcing nuclear deterrence. Trump's military option against North Korea's nuclear weapons tests would unveil the paradox of a current nuclear deterrence system under the NPT. 51 The initial stage for resolving North Korea's nuclear issue involves undoing the China-North Korea coalition against the US. The more Trump refers to military options, the more strongly China and North Korea will unite. Trump's decertification of a Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action with Iran would make matters worse; Kim Jong Un would focus more on developing nuclear weapons in order not to be the next to Iran. Trump and his administration should carefully listen to the lessons that can be learned from Carter's Middle East peace initiative. Sun Tzu, a great strategist in ancient China, wrote in his masterpiece, The ArT of WAr: "The war is of vital importance to the State. It is a matter of life and death, a road either to safety or to ruin. Hence it is a subject of inquiry which can on no account be neglected." 52 Military attacks against North Korea are virtually impossible in a legal as well as a practical sense. They will bring only disaster to all involved, including the US. The best way to resolve North Korea's nuclear issue is to rehabilitate the multilateral channel for dialogue and then begin talks. Engagement should be the initial step. Now is the time for the Trump Administration to take a step back, to reset its approach to resolving the North Korean situation, and to do everything possible to avoid an unnecessary and catastrophic war.
Conclusion
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